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ON A PROBLEM OF GIRSANOV

N. KAZAMAKI

(Received June 21, 1976)

Let (Ω, F, P) be a probability space with a non-decreasing right con-
tinuous family (Ff) of sub σ-fields of F such that FQ contains all null
sets. Let Mt be a continuous martingale with M0 — 0, and set

I. V. Girsanov [1] raised the problem of finding sufficient conditions for
the process Zt to be a martingale. It plays an important role in certain
aspects of the theory of stochastic integral equations. Recently, it was
proved by A. A. Novikov [2] that if exp (Mt/2) e L1 for each t > 0, then
Zt is a martingale.

Our aim is to prove

THEOREM. // exp (Mt/2) e I/1 for each t > 0, then the process Zt is
a martingale.

PROOF. Generally, Zt is a positive local martingale, so that E[Zt] <>
1 for every t. Therefore, it is a martingale if and only if E[Zt] — 1
for every t. Our proof is a slight modification of Novikov's proof given
in [2].

Now let μt = inf {s > 0; <M>S > t}. Each μt is an ./^-stopping time
and we denote by (<?*) the right continuous family (Fμ). Let (Ωr, F', P')
be another probability space which carries a one-dimensional Brownian
motion (B't, F't) with B'Q = 0. We denote by (Ω, F, P) the product of
(Ω, F, P) and (Ωf, Ff, P') with π, πr the projections of Ω = Ω x Ω' onto Ω
and Ω' respectively. Set Gt = Gt x FJ. Then <Af> t o^ is a Grstopping
time. Let Ft = G<Jtf>toπ. The system (Ω, F, Ft, P) is a lifting ofjβ, JP7, Fί, P)
under TT. It is easy to see that Mμt°π and B't°π' are Gf-continuous
local martingales. As is well-known, by a classical result of P. Levy,

Bt = Mμt o π + B't o π' - B^̂ .,, o TT'

is a Brownian motion over (Gt). Here x /\ y is the minimum of x and
I/. It is clear that Mt ° π = B<M>toπ. Now, set

τα - inf {ί ^ 0; Bt ^ ί - α} , 0 < a < oo .
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As the distribution density of this Grstopping time τa equals

we have #[exp (rα/2)] = exp (a) (see [2]). Since B7a — τJ2 = τJ2 — a, it
follows that

This implies that the process JCt = exp(JB<ΛΓα—ίΛ7β/2) is a P-uniformly
integrable martingale over (Gt). Then, as (M}t°π is a GΓstopping time,
we have E[X<M>toπ] = 1. On the other hand*

E[X<M)toπ] = E[X<M>t.π; τ* > (M)toπ] + E[X<M>t.x; τa ^ (M}t°π\ .

Since X<M>toπ == °̂̂  on (ra > <Λf>*°π }, the first term on the right side
is smaller than E[Zt°π] — E[Zt]. And the second term is smaller than

exp - Γα

As BΓa = τa — a, the second term on the right side is

(ί[«p(|τ.)]«P (-!«))'" = exp (-

which converges to 0 as α— > oo. To estimate the first term, set

T - inf {s ̂  0; <M> soτr ^ rα} .

For each ί, {I7 ̂  t} - {rα ^ <Λf>eoτΓ}60<j f> t.« = &tf so that Γ is an Fr

stopping time. It follows from the definition of T that

As Mt o π = B<M^π is a martingale over (Ff), by the Doob optional sampling
theorem

Thus, by the Jensen inequality,
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Consequently, we have

1 <; E(Zt]

The right side converges to E[Zt] as α—> °°. Thus, E[Zf] = 1 for every
ί. This completes the proof.

REMARK. If exp«lί></2)6Z/1, then exp (Λf(/2) 6 ZΛ Indeed, applying
the Sehwarz inequality we get

exp

Namely, our result is an improvement of the Novikov theorem.
Finally, we give such a continuous local martingale Mt that Zt =

exp (lίt — <MX/2) is a martingale, but Z\ = exp (—Ms — <M>t/2) is not
a martingale. For that, let (Bt) be a one-dimensional Brownian motion
such that B0 - 0. We set

ξ - inf {t > 0; Bt ^ 1} ,

which is stopping time such that 0 < ξ < oo a.s. Now let α: [0, 1[ — >
[0, oo [ be an increasing homeomorphic function, and set

Jα(t) Λ ξ if 0 ̂  t < 1

* (£ if 1 ̂  t< oo .

Then each βt is a stopping time such that ΘQ = 0 and ^ = f. For a.e.
ωeΩ the sample functions 00(ω) are non-decreasing and continuous, so
that Λfί = J? f̂ is a continuous local martingale. As θt ^ f , we have Mt ^ 1
and ^ ̂  β. Therefore, ^ is a bounded martingale. On the other
hand, as M, = Bξ = 1, £f[ZJ] ̂  ̂ [expC-^)] = 1/β < 1. This implies that
the process Z\ is not a martingale. Of course, if exp ((M)t/2) e L1 for
every ί, then ^ and ί̂ are martingales. But, for every δ > 0, there
is a continuous martingale Mt such that E'fexp ((1/2 — δXAΓ)*)] is finite
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and the process Zt is not a martingale (see [2]). Therefore, as
l?[exp (αJlf*)] <; (£7[exp(2a2<M>i)])1/2 for every a, our condition may not
be essentially weakened.
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